Notes

- Searches show previous searches people have made. This could be extended to show searches the user has saved.
Nepal Climate Data Portal

DATA  SEARCHES  CLIMATE PROJECTIONS

Type of Climate Data
- RCM RC Model
- RCM GC Model
- Observed
- Gridded
- Projected
- PRECIS
- RegCM4
- WRF
- ECHAM5
- ECHAM4

Scenario
- A1B
- A2

Parameter(s):
- Rainfall
- Temperature
- Wind
- Humidity
- Sunshine

Statistics
- Mean
- Max
- Min

Period
- 1960 to 2060

Region
- Select Point
- Select Area

View Graph
- View other information products

Notes:
* RCM, GCM & Scenario will only display if Type = Projected
* The Period will only select a single time (not a range) for maps.
* The Region select will not display for maps.
* Progress indicator will display until the information product is displayed below (or a $ portal to purchase data).